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Subject: Re: To all of the Wonderful People at Heromorph
Posted by: ReddEra
Posted on: 2009/7/19 15:00:28

Quote:

drunkendragon wrote:
Hmmmm....wonderful people, huh?
I guess if'n ya count the blatant honesty in critiquing, 
the useful and helpful hints, the pull no punches/in yer face attitudes, and the many, many, lame
jokes...

Yeah, these blokes and lassies are an OK bunch.

Seriously though, I echo Redd's statements.
It had been a long time, I mean a really long time since I had any fun with art. (My own work shows
my age, sigh)

And with the comments and hints and suggestions from this lot, not to mention the sheer quality of
some of the work (you know who you are)...
I have been inspired, and re-inspired time and again.

Whilst I hope my own occasional comments help, I would like to thank y'all fer helpin' me with yer
own.

Thanks for broaching this subject, Redd, as I feel it is well deserved. (Tho' I mean it in a far less
mushy way, what with my overpowering Machismo to consider.)

And thanks everyone, if fer nuthin' else, than at least the frequent chuckles. 

 

- DrunkenDragon

See, your comments always make me laugh so hard and then think and analyze. 
Machismo..... ha ha hahahahahahaha ROFL 
No one should worry about such things. We are who we are.
Macho or not. Our opinions about ourselves is all that matters, do you know why?
No one is thinking about you because they are too worried about themselves and in the end you
realize it didn't matter in the first place.
As for hard in your face blatant comments, I crave that. Because it is what I give. In anything.
If you're too fragile to take a critique than throw away your pencils buddy, it takes humility to be an
artist.
With out it there is no growth. As an artist and as a person.
That is what I'm trying to say about this community. It's a real artistic one. To teach and inspire each
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other.
And Dragon, seriously, I have no idea how old you are.
If you think your old it is because you say you are, so that is what you make yourself, there is no
other reason.
I prefer to be ageless.
In other points this is why I posted this. To not only point out my thanks but the thanks every one else
was feeling, but being too full of Machismo to say something.
lol
 Dragon seriously you're the one that started it for me.
So thanks, because what you say is always helpful in my ego, my mood, my skill, and my ideas.
I look forward to what you think good or bad.
That is a big complement for me because to do that you have to prove your not a walking dunce with
foot in mouth syndrome. Trust me there are many that can't pass that test.
I hope you value yourself, you should.
and hey when I'm mushy, I still know how to bring the house down.
;) 

Quote:
It's good to have you here. I think everyone contributes to making this a great place. What you've
experienced, I too came to realize. I started as a lurker many years ago. After a year or two, I got the
courage to start posting. It's the best thing I ever did. I met folks, like you, who gave me ideas and
helped me improve my work. I'll always be grateful for that. - TartanNinja

You are right a place is what you make it. My advise always take chances. The worst that could
happen is you could fail, and then you can get right back up and try again. Life is about experiences,
learning, teaching and laughter.
Things don't last. People do, even when their gone. 

 Quote:
You're more than welcome, Redd. Wheteher here or at dA, I always try to leave thoughtfull, sincere
comments. (When my libido's not getting in the way, that is.)
- MF

When is anybodies libido not getting in the way. 
lol
It always makes everything more interesting. 
It also says you don't always take yourself too seriously which means that I can trust your judgment.

Quote:
Ahhhhhh Shucks. Now you've gone and gotten us all blushing and everything. We thoroughly enjoy
having great artists around here, no matter the skill level, (Especially the ones that can make a great
set of boobs). And we all like to have fun, that's what makes this community great.
- Cypher389
Quote:
Aw Shucks Red... :kicksdirt: - Biohazz_Daddy

That's good, it's always my goal to get everyone to blush. (see MF, libido, it's always making
statements)
Great boobs are important, so are great artists, laughing and fun. My point is I'm shocked to find it all
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in one place.

Quote:
Though I have not been around as much as I have in the past, I have just reviewed your website and
Bio and I am both impressed by the beauty of you Ariel Burgess and all your art pieces! I am very
glad as always to see new peoples coming to realize and appreciate what a great place the
Heromorph website is and can be! Please keep up the wonderful work! Glad your onboard. -
Dragondack

As for not being around. life happens.
Thanks about the bio and website complement. I've worked my whole life to get here and I'll keep
going. As for me being pretty, thanks. You're not the first and won't be the last but I always
appreciate it. I like beauty in myself and in  art. Can't help it. You're not over stepping boundaries, I
like people to be frank. It's why I draw myself often, lol.
   It's nice to look in the mirror and say "Damn! I'm sexy!!!" ROFL! For me keeping up the work,
unless I loose my hands (knock on wood I won't) I'm driven to keep creating.
As for Bio and portfolio, you know anybody looking for an artist for hire, I'm looking for work. lol who
isn't?
:) Just the responses I got shows what a great place this is.

  Quote:
Yes we are we are glad you are here :)
- Dark_Wanderer
Quote:
We?re happy to have here, too.  We love your art. 
- OCP
Quote:
We like having you here. Feel free to jump into the Shoutbox once in a while. - co_04

Thanks. Well I'm glad you love my art, I like it too. It's good to know it's not just narcissism. :) 
I didn't even notice the Shoutbox. lol thought it was an advertisement and moved on. ROFL guess
not.
:)

Quote:
Great Boobs!!! Keep it up!  Oh Wait... sorry, I was to respond to your kind words. I am very glad that
you like it here! We (I) like having you here. You have a great skill set and your art is always great to
see!!! You thank us... well, thank you for sharing! - JrMcDeath
Quote:
"To all the wonderful people at HM" -- What? - all 3 of 'em? As for the rest of us... well just look at
Jr... 
- MsVee

Ah Jr, I knew you'd talk about the boobs first. In fact I put it there knowing you would. ;) Don't worry
that's how I think too. I like having you here too, you and DrunkenDragon are hilarious. So thanks, for
everything.
Oh, and seeing your title is King of HM you are now known as the Big King Dingaling ( 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3uxYj6fOA6E ) <If you don't know what I mean.
lol
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MsVee, very funny. There are more than three though. I think everyone to say something or even not
has been great. I think Jr is one of the so called 3. lol

Well everyone, Thank you for the wonderful responses. It was important to me to respond back to
you. ( I took an hour out of my day, it means I care ) 
 
So thanks again. You've all been wonderful.
And now for a helpful guide to the internet...
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=URsqTsMfNqY

Much love and laughs
~Redd
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